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I am opposed to TMT for many reasons. There is a scientific reason why Hawaiians didn't build up there and kept it as
a sacred temple. The mountain is a giant heiau that sets the harmonic vibrations for not only the island but it greatly
affects the entire world. This could affect the magnetic fields around the earth and make use more vulnerable to
disasters. If we don't win this battle than we lose the world. There are already people putting filth into the land
including spiritual filth and physical filth. Where is all of their sewage going up there? If its in the ground that is a great
insult! Every time people are being disrespectful or swearing or having evil thoughts it is desecrating this place that
resonates strong energy to the rest of the island and planet. TMT would add an exponential amount of this negative
desecrating energy and filth of every type! Not only could this be the tipping breaking point but its hard to trust the true
intentions of this development. This might be used as a weapon against us. For all we know theis could easily be part
of a star wars program connected with the big military telescope going up in Haleakala that has possible very negative
uses. This of course makes the mountains a target if we were to go into war and that puts all of us island people in
great danger no matter how we look at it. No amount of money can save us once it has been done. Stop it before it is
too late and we all have to suffer serious consequences. Thank of your children and descendants 7 generations from
now. You will sleep better at night if you follow your heart and do what you know must be right. There must be
something to a people that are so passionate about aloha Aina and do it in the spirit of peace to protect everyone.
Why would they sacrifice their jobs, comfort of home, sunburn, family responsibilities and be willing to be arrested?
They know that if they fail we will all suffer greatly and possibly ruin a golden age for us in this new generation. Mahalo
nui for reading my testimony sent from Hana Maui where I look across at Mauna Kea from my home. Aloha.
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